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Paisley Mill
SERGIO GUTIERREZ991572766
ARCHITECTURAL STUDIO 6
– ARCH 34231

Intent
The Design consists of the use of the silo and converting it into a Performance bar
and restaurant, Where Artist from all around Canada can perform music, acting
and dancing. The restaurant would have a mini stage where artist can perform in
front of the restaurant’s tables, to attract more tourist. The plan is for the performer
to perform different types of music from all around the world, as well as different
plays in different languages, and many types of cultural dances. The restaurant is
also set to prepare foods from all around the world each day a different food from a
different continent. This will help keep the goal for the current owners of the mill,
to keep the culture of art as there is an art gallery on the neighboring building, this
will help expand the types of arts, as well attract more types of artists from not just
around Ontario but around Canada. The 3D wall section model is meant to
present all construction assemblies and materials in a both technical and graphical
manner. The section cut, shows how all construction components interact in the
heavy timber construction of the remodeled silo. It shows with clarity all supporting
columns and beams of the basic skeleton of the building. It also shows with
technical clarity the exterior wall assemblies used to maintain the original exterior
construction of the silo keeping its original wood siding material, it also gives a
chance for the client to view the interior wall assembly with detail and presentation.
The wall section also shows how both the interior and exterior environment of the
building, showing how the interior materials and colors interact with each other in
a more modern design environment, as well as exterior materials and how they
interact with the original classic design, and how they interact with the exterior
environment. The wall section also helps to show the contrast between both
exterior and interior materials, showing that the interior is designed to be more
modern and newer, while at the same time keeping the original silo construction
and materials in the exterior portion.

